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Welcome to the First
Edition
My name is Kathy Copeland, and I am the 20172018 Poulsbo Elementary School Art Docent
Coordinator. The art docents of Poulsbo
Elementary work with individual teachers to
provide vital art lessons for our students.
We currently have a talented team of twenty one
art docents. The purpose of this newsletter is to
highlight the art lessons provided by our art
docent volunteers and the student art work.

Art Docent
Introduction

elementary level. It is
designed to help
children learn about the
This program provides
basic elements and
an opportunity to
principles of design
introduce children to the through famous works
basic principles and
of art. It also provides
elements of design as
them with vocabulary
well as a wide variety of about art.
art and artists in a
relaxed and creative
The program was
atmosphere.
modeled on a similar
program in the
Volunteers provide an
Issaquah School District
important service as
and was developed
they share learning
over 20 years ago by a
experiences with
group of interested
children in the
volunteers with the
classroom using prints
assistance of a Seattle
from famous artists.
Art Museum Art Docent.
At Central Kitsap
You don’t need to be an
School District in 1989,
artist, or even have any
Lynn Dalan, Jeanie
artistic skill or
Schulze and Penny
knowledge, to be an art
Swan collaborated to
docent and participate
create our Art Docent
in this program. An
Program.
interest in art and the
ability to enthusiastically
How the
share what you learn
Program is
with children is all that
is needed.

Organized

Each month, art docent
volunteers highlight one
print/artist and explore
The program was
one or two elements or
originated to provide art principles of design.
instruction for
Volunteers then offer an
elementary children art project linked to the
typically there are not
print and artist.
art teachers at the

Art Docent
Program History

“Art is not what you
see, but what you
make others see”
-Edgar Degas

Dancing Class,
Edgar Degas

District Art Docent Training
All art docent volunteers from around the
district were invited to
participate in the annual art docent training on October 11th.
Leslie Boyer gave an
in-depth analysis of
many of the prints
found right in the art
room. Art elements,
principles of design,
color and more were
explored.
Six art docents from
Poulsbo Elementary
School attended.
Did you know? The
Art Docent Program
is fully funded by the
PTSA.

“I try to apply colors like words that shape poems, like notes that shape music. ”
- Joan Miro
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FIRST GRADE
Mrs. Smallbeck

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Kathy Copeland



Primary
colors



Shapes



Georges
Braque



Print making

Students learned about English artist, Georges Braque
and looked at his print The Bird. Seaside prints were
created using paint and various sea life block prints.

Top right: The Bird, Henri Matisse.

Complementary
colors



Shapes



Collage



Henri Matisse



Finger
paints



Print blocks



Paint rollers

Mrs. Smallbeck

Vocabulary



Media Used

Art Docent, Kathy Copeland
Students learned about French artist, Henri Matisse.
After looking at his cut-out artwork The Snail, students
created Snakey Collages. Matisse considered his cutouts, “Painting with scissors.”
Left: The
Snail,
Henri
Matisse.

Middle
and
Right:
Cut
Outs.

Media Used



Construction paper



Glue



Scissors

Mrs. Smallbeck

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Kathy Copeland



Contrast



Bright colors



Spiders and
webs

Halloween Spiders were made to be displayed during
the PTSA sponsored Monster Mash. Backgrounds were
painted with orange, yellow and pink. Spider webs were
drawn with chalk and then construction paper spiders
were glued on the webs.

Media Used



Acrylic
paint



Construction paper



Chalk



Scissors
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FIRST GRADE
Mrs. Smallbeck

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Kathy Copeland
Starting with just circles on their pages, students created
an entire “surreal” world based on their imagination and
dreams. Spanish artist, Joan Miro was discussed along
with his print People, Dog and the Sun.



Surrealism



Shapes



Imagination



Dreams

Media Used



Crayons



Watercolor

Top left: Harlequin’s Carnival, Joan Miro. Top right:
People, Dog and the Sun,
Joan Miro.

Mrs. Behrens

Vocabulary



Pottery



Cultures



Line



Pattern



Geography

Media Used



Clay



Rollers



Clay tools

Art Docent, Melissa Wheeler
Mrs. Wheeler talked about world geography and how
pottery is used in different cultures. Native American
artist, Maria Martinez, was introduced. Then examples
of ancient pottery were shown. The students were
asked, “What if they had to make their own bowls?” just
like some people do from around the world. “Pinch”
pots were molded out of clay.
Below: Pinch pots drying before they may be fired in
the kiln. Top right: Maria Martinez. Bottom right:
Bowl by Maria Martinez.

Mrs. Behrens

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Melissa Wheeler



Henri Matisse



Snakes and
reptiles



Collage



Pattern

Snakey Collages were inspired by the artwork of Henri
Matisse. His cut-out artwork was completed by using
scissors and painted paper.

Media Used
Top: The Parakeet and the Mermaid, Henri Matisse.



Construction paper



Glue



Scissors
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FIRST GRADE
Mrs. Loverich

Vocabulary



The color
wheel



Nature



Watercolor
resist

Art Docent, Surie Fleischman
The color wheel and colors in nature were presented.
Students were then given wonderful fall leaves and
asked to draw them with pencil. The leaves were then
colored with oil pastels. The backgrounds were painted
with watercolors.

Media Used



Pencil



Oil pastel



Watercolors

Mrs. Loverich

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Surie Fleischman



Paul Klee



Portrait

Students made portraits in the style of Paul Klee. Klee
was influenced by Expressionism, Cubism and Surrealism. He also studied and explored color theory.
Head of Man,
Paul Klee.

Cat and Bird,
Paul Klee.

Media Used



Oil pastel



Sharpies
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SECOND GRADE
Mrs. Collins

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Samantha Wells



The color
wheel



Primary
colors



Secondary
colors



Community

After spending time learning about the three types of
communities: rural, suburban and urban, students
blended that knowledge with information from the color
wheel. Focusing on primary and secondary colors, each
student used a different shade of the same color for
their community. They created a color wheel of communities.

Media Used



Crayons



Sharpies



Construction paper

COLOR WHEEL
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THIRD GRADE
Mrs. Hallinan

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Fran Shields
The art of Pointillism, along with primary, secondary and
tertiary colors were reviewed before drawing pumpkins.
Paint was applied to finish the project. A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte by George Seurat
was discussed.



The color
wheel



Pointillism



Line



Shape



Texture



Value



Space

Media Used



Mrs. Hallinan

Vocabulary



Complementary
colors



Picasso



Collage

Paint

Art Docent, Dawn Weikel
Pablo Picasso inspired Frankensteins were the perfect
choice to decorate the hallway for the Monster Mash!
Weeping Woman by Pablo Picasso was explored.

Media Used



Construction paper



Glue



Scissors



Sharpies

Mrs. Hallinan

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Dawn Weikel



Warm colors



Cool colors



Swirling



Movement



Van Gogh

Warm and cool colors were examined. To create contrast, warm colors were used for the leaves. While cool
colors filled in the background. Vincent Van Gogh’s
Starry Night was used to show swirling movement. Students used glitter glue to mimic swirling leaves.

Left: Starry
Night, Vincent
Van Gogh.

Media Used



Liquid tempura paint



Sharpies



Glitter glue
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THIRD GRADE
Mrs. Syverson

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Peggy Stanley



Warm colors



Cool colors



Watercolor
resist

Warm and cool colors were discussed, along with different types of line. Warm colors were used on the leaves
and cool colors were painted on the backgrounds to
achieve a contrast.

Media Used

Pop Art



Soft and
hard sculptures



Texture



3-D Art

Media Used



Newsprint



Craft paper



Construction paper

Crayon



Watercolors

Ms. Grefphenreed

Vocabulary





Art Docent, Linsey Uffens
Pop Art Pizzas were created after student’s learned
about Pop Art artist, Claes Oldenburg. He is known for
“larger than life” soft and hard sculptures from around
the world. Abstract Expressionism was also discussed.
The kids learned about creating texture and forming
their own 3-D pizza.
From top left to
top right: Spoonbridge and Cherry,
Claes Oldenburg.
Saw Sawing,
Claes Oldenburg.
Shuttlecock/
Blueberry Pie,
Claes Oldenburg.
Dropped Cone,
Claes Oldenburg.

ART DOCENT PAINTING NIGHT

Our first Art Docent Painting Night was a huge success! Thanks to all for coming out
to meet each other, share ideas and paint. More art nights are being planned.
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FOURTH GRADE
Mr. Westby

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Kathy Copeland



The color
wheel



Primary
colors



Secondary
colors



Line

The color wheel, primary and secondary colors were
reviewed. Different types of line used in art were then
introduced. Hidden Color Wheel art was then created.

Media Used

Halloween



Silhouette



Contrast

Pencil



Sharpies



Markers

Mr. Westby

Vocabulary





Art Docent, Kathy Copeland
Spooky Silhouette’s were made for the Monster Mash
event. All the kids did a fantastic job!

Media Used



Watercolors



Oil Pastel

Mr. Westby

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Kathy Copeland



Edward
Bawden



Line



Graphic art

After learning about English artist, Edward Bawden,
students looked at his print, Peacock and the Magpie.
They drew their own peacocks, colored them in with oil
pastel and painted over the oil pastel with acrylic paint.
Lines were etched out while the paint was still wet.
Left: Cattle Market
Braintree, Edward
Bawden. Right:
Peacock and the
Magpie, Edward
Bawden.

Media Used



Pencil



Oil pastel



Acrylic
paint
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FOURTH GRADE
Mr. Westby

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Kathy Copeland



Impressionism



Light



Color



Claude
Monet

Impression, Sunrise by Claude Monet, was shown to
explain how Impressionism was named. Monet’s, Water
Lilies was a reference to show how Impressionist’s used
light, color and brushstrokes. Students painted their own
nature landscape by painting a blue wash watercolor
background. Next, acrylic paint was brushed on using
only yellow, green, purple and white. Masking tape was
used to block out the bridges.
Right: Impression,
Sunrise,
Claude
Monet.

Middle: Water
Lilies & Right:
Water Lily
Pond, Claude
Monet.

Horizon



Organic



Warm colors

Media Used



Tempura
paint



India ink



Q-tips



Paper towels



Watercolor



Acrylic
paint



Tape

Ms. McKibben

Vocabulary



Media Used

Art Docent, Elizabeth Hawks
After establishing a horizon line, a blue tempura wash
was applied to the paper. Paper towels were used to
“lift” off paint to create clouds. Green, yellow and brown
tempura were used to blend the ground. Black India ink
was dropped on the ground area and blown with a straw
to make organic trees. Finally, Q-tips were used to create leaves. Warm colors were designated for the leaves.

Mrs. Halady

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Peggy Stanley



Warm colors



Cool colors



Line



Contrast

Warm and cool colors along with line were presented.
Students shaped leaves with paper by using warm colors. Cool colors were reserved for the backgrounds.
Torn paper was used to complete their leaf designs.

Media Used



Torn paper
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FOURTH/FIFTH SPLIT GRADE
Mrs. Harney

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Brooke Hammett



Watercolor Webs and Enlightened Spiders decorated
the hallway for the Monster Mash event.

Artic animals



Kiln



Firing



Greenware



Glaze

Media Used



Watercolor



Lightbulbs



Wire

Mrs. Harney

Vocabulary



Watercolor
resist

Art Docent, Brooke Hammett
Artic animals were molded out of clay. The kids really
got creative by sculpting a black metal/goth narwhal, a
rainbow narwhal, a narwhal that survived a shark attack,
a bug-eyed penguin, a giant polar bear, and some other
adorable animals.

Media Used



Clay



Wooden
modeling
tools

Top left: Greenware. Top right and bottom
right: Sculptures after the first kiln firing,
glazing, and second kiln firing.

COLLABORATIVE ARTWORK

Mrs. Syverson’s third grade class and Mrs. Halady’s fourth grade class worked
together on an art project with their art docent, Peggy Stanley. The results are
truly amazing! Designs were traced in pencil and then outlined with black Sharpies. Black was not to be used inside of the circles. As quarter circles were completed, Mrs. Stanley started to put the circles together. It was fun for the kids to
see how their little parts fit into a much bigger design.
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FIFTH GRADE
Mrs. Tallon

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Tove Carr



Shape



Form



Jack-o’lantern

Check out these Halloween inspired clay jack-o’-lanterns!
Clay is a multi-step process over a few weeks. First, the
clay is molded and must dry for a week or more. Then it is
fired in the kiln. Second, the glaze is applied and finally
the projects are fired in the kiln again.
Top left: Greenware. Bottom
left: Glazed pieces after the first
kiln firing. Bottom right: Glazed
pieces after the second and final
kiln firing.

Media Used



Clay



Wooden
modeling
tools



Glaze

Mrs. Tallon

Vocabulary



Collage



Texture

Media Used



Feathers



Buttons



String



Fabric

Art Docent, Tove Carr
This is a new twist to create festive, holiday turkeys!
Students were both creative and original with their designs. Use of different textures were explored.

Mr. Hickam

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Elizabeth Liberty



Contrast



Light and
dark



Foreground

These works of art were displayed during the Monster
Mash event. Backgrounds were painted, trees were
drawn with Sharpies and cardstock pieces were glued
together to make houses. Each student wrote a creative
writing piece about selling their haunted houses.

Media Used



Paint



Sharpies



Cardstock



Glue
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PTSA AUCTION ART
Mrs. Diaz

Vocabulary

Art Docent, Jessica Wall



Color



Shape



Sea life



Ocean

Students painted individual pieces to create orcas and
fish. Three wood panels were painted different shades
of blue to replicate the colors of the ocean. Then the
sea life was placed on the panels.

Media Used

Fingerpaint



Shapes



Color



Group project

Acrylic
paints



Cardstock



Wood panels

Mrs. Smallbeck

Vocabulary





Art Docent, Kathy Copeland
A love of Washington state was the focus of this work of
student art. Twenty two different colors were selected to
give each child their own color. Each child painted five
fingerprints around the state.

Media Used



Sharpie



Acrylic
paint

TERMINOLOGY
Greenware: Any unfired clay
project that is leather hard or
bone-dry.
Glaze: A glass-like coating that
melts onto the clay surface with
the use of heat. It will form a
dull or glossy finish when fired to
a certain heat level.

Firing: The process of heating
pottery in the kiln. We fire the
kiln up to cone 04.
Complementary colors: Colors
directly opposite each other in
the color spectrum, such as red
and green or blue & orange.

Bisqueware: Any unglazed or
underglazed ceramic pieces that
have been fired at low temperature before glazing.

Kiln: A special furnace or clay
oven designed to safely increase heat from 0 F to 1944 F,
or cone 04 (and for more firings). The kiln is located in the
custodians office area.

Texture: The visual and especially tactile quality of a surface.
Warm colors: Yellows, reds &
oranges of the color spectrum.

Resist: Is an art technique that
uses several layers to expose or
define a design in negative
space. Using a clear medium,
tape or other item, the artist
covers portions of a surface with
a “resist” layer to shape invisible
deisigns, patterns, and other
things.
Contrast: Art experts refer to
the arrangement of opposite
elements (light vs. dark colors,
rough vs. smooth textures, large
vs. small shapes, etc.) in a piece
so as to create visual interest,
excitement and drama.
Cool colors: Blues, greens &
violets of the color spectrum.

One or two Art Docent Art Nights are being planned in 2018. More details will be coming
soon!
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ALL-SCHOOL ART PROJECT
Hallways of Hands
Veteran art docent, Brooke
Hammett, suggested the allschool art project and
worked to hang up the art
work throughout the school.
Each hand shows a unique
and creative personality.
Thank you to all the teachers
and students for participating
in this project.

Mrs. Davolos’ and Mrs. Drowns’ classes
are Buddy Classes!

UPDATES AND MORE
Kiln Training
Brooke Hammett gave
an informative lesson on
how to load the kiln and
run it. Art docent, Melissa Wheeler, was learning how to fire the pinch
pots she made with Mrs.
Behren’s first grade
class.

Color is the place where
our brain and the universe meet.
- Paul Klee
The Dessert: Harmony in Red
by Henri Matisse
Weeping Woman by
Pablo Picasso

Every child is an artist. The problem is
how to remain an
artist once we grow
up.
- Pablo Picasso

An artist is an
explorer.
- Henri Matisse
Castle and Sun by Paul Klee
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